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Abstract- The IoT based face reflect give both mirror
and PC pushed information organizations to its
customers. It can connect with the web and take data
from the web. brilliant mirror system joins the
atmosphere information, time and zone information,
late improvement information, customer information
using Raspberry Pi 3 microcontroller card.. It is
inspected the probability of using close field
correspondence (NFC), commonly associated for
passing on two region devices. Here we propose an
inventive android based notice show structure that
empowers the customer to indicate sees without
creating them in physically.
Index Terms- NFC, Voice to text conversation,
intelligent mirror, Raspberry pi, NFC tag

INTRODUCTION
This paper depicts the plan and advancement of a
modern shrewd mirror that speaks to an
inconspicuous interface for the surrounding home
condition. Wise mirror framework incorporates the
climate data, time and area data, recent development
data, client data utilizing Raspberry Pi 3
microcontroller card. We made a continuous
discourse to content transformation framework
working under an android stage. Here the
commentator/head may stand up the message through
his/her android PDA, the message is then exchanged
remotely and shown on the screen. Here we are
additionally included a run of the mill Near Field
Communication application, the client can get to the
data such individual data from a site, information
library by demonstrating the tag to the per user
mounted to the installed computational unit. A
administration arranged engineering has been
received to create and convey the different
administrations, where the mirror interface, the
machines, and the news and information channels all
utilization web administration correspondence
systems.
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II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Shrewd mirrors, which proceed with the works today
and will have its spot later on innovation, give both
mirror and PC helped data administrations to its
clients. Because of the microcontroller cards locally
available, these frameworks, which can associate
with the web and take information from the web, can
demonstrate this data on the spots situated on the
mirror. Internet of Things (IoT) is an environment of
associated physical articles that are open through the
web. For example objects that have been appointed
an IP address and can gather and exchange
information over a system without manual help or
mediation. This idea of IoT has been utilized here
alongside two distinct environments for example
Android and Raspberry pi3 .Here we propose an
inventive android based notice show framework that
enables the client to show sees without composing
them in manually.

Fig-1: simple block diagram of the proposed system
Here the commentator/overseer may stand up the
message through his/her android PDA, the message is
then exchanged remotely and shown on the screen.
Here we are additionally included an ordinary Near
Field Communication application, the client can get
to the pieces of information, for example, individual
data or different information from a site, information
library by demonstrating the tag to the per user
mounted to the implanted computational unit.
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A. Voice to text conversion
For regions like railroad stations and other such
bustling offices the station ace/host need not need to
type in each declaration message physically on the
screen.

SD port for stacking your working framework and
putting away information Upgraded exchanged Micro
USB control source up to 2.5A.The Raspberry Pi 3 is
a MasterCard measured PC fit for doing pretty much
anything a work area PC does.

Fig -2: voice to text conversion using android app
So here we propose an innovative android based
notice show framework that enables the client to
show sees without composing them physically. Here
the broadcaster/director may stand up the message
through his/her android advanced mobile phone, the
message is then exchanged remotely and shown on
the screen. To exhibit this idea we here use LED
show to show messages. The show is interfaced with
an
Atmega
family
microcontroller.
The
microcontroller then shows the message on the
screen.

Fig -3: raspberry pi 3
From web surfing and word handling, to playing
Mine craft or going about as a media player, the
Raspberry Pi's capacities are broad. With a lot of
designs handling power, the Raspberry Pi 3 is fit for
gushing BluRay-quality video. In case you're hoping
to consolidate the Pi into your next installed plan, the
0.1" separated 40-stick GPIO header gives you access
to 27 GPIO, UART, I2C, SPI just as both 3.3V and
5V control sources.

B. Near field communication
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short-go
remote availability standard (Ecma340, ISO/IEC
18092) that utilizes attractive field acceptance to
empower correspondence between gadgets when
they're contacted together, or brought inside a couple
of centimeters of each other.The client can get to the
figures, for example, individual data from a site,
information library by demonstrating the tag to the
peruser mounted to the implanted computational unit.
C. The raspberry pi
Quad Core 1.2GHz Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPU
1GB RAM BCM43438 remote LAN and Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) on board 40-stick broadened
GPIO (General reason I/O) 4 USB 2 ports 4 Pole
stereo yield and composite video port (simple video
transmission) Full size HDMI (High Definition
Multimedia Interface) CSI (camera sequential
interface) camera sequential interface) show port for
associating a Raspberry Pi touch screen show Micro
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D. LED monitor
A LED showcase is a level board show, which
utilizes a variety of light-transmitting diodes as pixels
for a video show.

Fig -4: LED Display
Their splendor enables them to be utilized outside
where they are obvious in the sun store signs and
boards, and as of late they have likewise turned out to
be regularly utilized in goal signs on open transport
vehicles, just as factor message signs on Highways.
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E. Acrylic mirror
Acrylic Mirror is a lightweight, reflective
thermoplastic sheet material used to improve the look
and security of showcases, POP, signage, and an
assortment of created parts. Acrylics reflect is perfect
for retail, sustenance, promoting, and security
applications. A sturdy vacuum metalizing process
makes acrylic reflect sheet for all intents and
purposes scratch-safe amid manufacture procedures
and end use. Perfect for use where glass is
excessively overwhelming or may effectively split or
break, plastic mirror is a solid option in contrast to
customary mirrors.

Fig -5:Acrylic Mirror
F. NFC TAG
NFC is a ton like RFID, just it's a more very close
sort of wireless. Whereas RFID can be utilized from
a separation, NFC perusers work at a most extreme
scope of around 4 inches (10 centimeters).Tap the
tag, and you're coordinated to a Web webpage touting
a competitor's qualifications. In the meantime, you
additionally right away get a smart account as a
content record and picture.

Fig -6:NFC Tag
G. Raspbian.
Raspbian is the primary and essential programming
for RPi gadgets, authoritatively upheld by the
Raspberry Pi Foundation. Truth be told, it is a
working framework, in view of Debian and advanced
for Raspberry Pi hardware. It accompanies bunches
of pre-introduced bits of programming fitting for a
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large portion of ARM clients and engineers.
Furthermore, in this blog entry, I am going to glance
through practically all conceivable working
frameworks, just as the Raspberry Pi pictures, look at
and audit real kinds of other programming you can
use for your confused Raspberry Pi Projects. Be that
as it may, the fundamental working framework, ready
to-use and improved to the requirements of the most
engineers and producers are Raspbian. Along these
lines, first thing right off the bat, how about we
burrow further this sort of OS for RPi.
H. Python programming
Our programming language is python and our
structure region is PyCharm. Python is a broadly
utilized abnormal state universally useful language.
Its structure features the code intelligibility and the
linguistic structure that permits to uncover ideas in
less lines of code than would be conceivable in
dialects. Python convey a simple theoretical. It
includes a dynamic framework and programmed
memory the executives, has expansive and
comprehensive standard library. Python mediators
are accessible for the establishment for some working
frameworks likewise permitting Python code
execution to a wide assortment of frameworks.
Python code can be packaged into executable projects
for some working frameworks
I. GUI Creation
We use Tkinter library for GUI creation. Tkinter
gives a solid item arranged interface to the
TkGUIToolkit. Tkinter gives numerous gadget
capacities on which the client collaboration transfers.
From Tkinter import*, imports every object in
Tkinter into the file. ImportTkinter imports the
"namespace" Tkinter in our namespace additionally,
import Tkinter as tk does likewise, however it
"renames" it locally to 'tk' to spare whatwe type.
J. Implementation
Stage 1: Turn on the supply of both raspberry and
LED Monitor
Stage 2: Turn any Hotspot and interface it with
raspberry Pi
Stage 3: Now to monitor the raspberry pi interface
your gadget to raspberry through VNC Viewer it
requires an IP address so we need to enter the right IP
address of raspberry pi so it will be get associated
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III. RESULT

Fig -7: Output of smart mirror
CONCLUSION
The Collaborative smart mirror is the new
development in IoT .To make efforts to design an
efficient system which is used for effective time
management and productivity for the user. This
system fundamentally works on voice commands
which can help the users interact with the system
easily without retention commands because it accepts
the natural language used by the user. Through this
the user can easily communicate with the breathing
room environment around him which is the major
concept of IoT. So the user don’t have to check his
mobile phones every time he/she need any
information, he/she can just ask the system about the
data needed and there to go the user will have the
answer inside few min with less effort and more
comfort. In future there may be much more
advancement in this idea and we can see it in our
smart home.
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